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ROUND-UP OF THE WEEK
The weeks are flashing by and we fast approach our half term break. There is of course a certain relaxation in that some professions have been able to return to work and the picture below shows the newly laid netball / tennis court which can now
operate as both a mini hockey and football pitch. I am sure the children will be excited to see their school once again as well
as each other in due course.
Everyone will be fully aware of the government’s stated intention to reintroduce Nursery, Reception, Year 1 and Year 6 children to their primary schools and aware, too, of the concern expressed by many leaders in education, science and health
regarding the practical challenges we face in bringing into effect this return.
I can assure everyone that we have been working very hard to assess all risks,
to work out the details of how we might be able to bring about an effective return with the safety of our children and our community as our highest priority
and without reducing the quality of the Home Learning as well as the schoolbased learning programmes. As I stated in my letter sent to you earlier this
week, we are listening carefully to government advice aware that this is a fluid
situation. I intend to write to all parents next week confirming our strategy for a
phased return.
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to talk to our teachers as guests in this
week’s assemblies and we have witnessed some of the excellent progress being
made in the youngest year groups, evidence of which can be seen in this edition
and on our website. I have enjoyed dropping in on some classes including Mr
Reed’s, Mrs Stone’s and Mrs Jaggard’s Brain Gym club during which I have seen
earnest endeavour and, a feature of Google Hangouts (!), silent concentration
in action! Brilliant work!
My thanks this week go especially to Dr Ross White who visited the Prep 6 History lesson on Tuesday to talk about Anne Frank .
Have a lovely weekend!
Apology: Owing to the technical hitches in this morning’s assembly I cut some items and
simply forgot to include Headmaster’s Stars and, oh dear, Jelly the Giraffe! My knuckles
have been rapped! I will announce these details in Monday morning’s assembly!

SPIDERWICK INSPIRATION
Prep 4 are reading ‘The Spiderwick Chronicles’ - inspired by the illustrations in the books Ferdie and May producesd these lovely drawings of ‘Kreacher’ and the ‘Red Acorn Pixie’.

THE BONUS OF CRONUS
By Ophelia B
The bonus of Cronus is
We stick in it together.
The bonus of Cronus is
It won’t last forever.
The bonus of Cronus is
Not travelling in a car,
Or flying on a Airplane,
Not going very far.
The downside of Cronus is
Missing all my friends,
Not seeing all my family,
Not knowing when it ends.
If you like my little rhyme,
Really it’s not such a crime
To cross your fingers,
Hope it goes
Away to Mars,
Before it snows.

PETS’ CORNER
We’re #homebutnotalone with our pets!

ARTISTS OF THE WEEK
Our Artists of the Week this week are all of Prep 4 for these wonderful, creative colour wheels.

NEWS FROM NURSERY
This week our Nursery children have been challenged to do some
baking, make a kite and create a treasure map.

EVIE’S ECO CHALLENGE
MILES CYCLED SO FAR: 300
Evie is cycling 953.1 miles (the distance from Ashford to
Warsaw) to raise funds for an eco charity to be chosen
by the SG Eco Council. So far she has raised £300 towards her target of £500.
Please support Evie by donating to her JustGiving page:
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/evie-lislespringgroveschool?
It’s been very windy
this week so well
done Evie for keeping
going!

RECEPTION CLASS
Our Reception class continue to produce some fantastic work on their ‘Under the Sea’ theme—this week we
have had dancing narwhals, right whales, crab writing, Rosie’s wonderful mural (on the front of the Messenger),
and much more. The Reception children have also been exploring 3-D shapes with a great robot and some spectacular spaghetti bridges!

OUT OF DOORS
In this new world of online learning we all know how imporant it is to get away from your Chromebook screen
and take some time out of doors. This is what some of our explorers have been getting up to this week. Thank
you to Ellen P for the nature walk poem.

HOGWARTS EXPRESS
Who’s been reading the Harry Potter books while
we’ve all been in lockdown? Some of Mr Jones’
special guests on the live-stream assemblies were
certainly enjoying reading and re-reading these
brilliant stories. Lexi made a short Potter film which
also featured in assembly, and Ed B has made this
impressive Lego Hogwart’s Express.

Keep sending your pictures to HomeLearning@springgroveschool.co.uk

SG PTA
Click on the link for minutes of the SG PTA meeting on 11
February 2020.

Committee:
Chair - Suzie B (chair@sgpta.co.uk)
Secretary - Vicky D
Treasurer - Vicky J (treasurer@sgpta.co.uk)
2nd Hand Uniform - Carine B

Class Reps:
Teddies - Alex C
Nursery - Kerry D
Reception - Emma P
Year 1 - Rachel P-S & Melanie S

Year 2 - Sophia M-J
Prep 3 - Holly A & Nathalie B
Prep 4 - Alex C & Melanie S
Prep 5 - Carine B & Janette M
Prep 6 - Louise C-S
If you would like to place an advert in Autumn 2019 Messenger, please email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs and terms &
conditions. £10 per term; £5 for part of a term.

SG PTA Summer Ball
and Alumni event
Sadly the SG PTA Summer Ball and the SG Alumni event, both due to take place on Saturday 13
June, have now been cancelled due to the Covid
-19 pandemic and lockdown.

INSTAGRAM
Follow us on Instagram!
@springgroveschool
#springgroveschoolkent

